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PAMPERING YOUR TIMEPIECE

AN ALL-IN-ONE
GOLF DESTINATION

W. ATELIER ADDS OUTDOOR COLLECTION

Owning a luxury timepiece means
much more than its purpose of telling
time.

A family heirloom, a mark
of achievement, or simply an
appreciation for horology, luxury
timepieces are a special item for one
to possess.

Whether you own one, a few or an
entire collection of luxury timepieces,
having them kept properly is crucial
for the times it’s not on the wrist.

Leaving it on the dressing table
or worse, keeping it in a drawer full
of other things, will increase the
likelihood of scuffs and scratches to
your beloved timepieces.

While its benefits are debatable,
a watch winder is an attractive way
to keep automatic timepieces safe,
charged, and the additional feature of
showcasing your prized possessions.

Founded more than a decade ago,
UK-based company Paul Design is one
of the few companies that specialises
in the design and manufacture of
watch winders.

Paul Design offers a wide range
of watch winders that are an
amalgamation of performance, style
and reliability.

For starters, the Petite and Optima
series are perfect for showcasing
one to two timepieces while the

Gentlemen and Classic series
are more suited for collectors
with anywhere from four to eight
timepieces.

On the highest end of the spectrum

is the Illusion 6S, a combination of a
safe and a watch winder which stores
up to six timepieces and controlled
access via a numeric keypad door
lock.

Within the safe, each watch
holder is designed to fit a myriad of
watch sizes with multiple winding
programmes to adapt to the various
types of automatic timepieces.

The same feature is available
throughout the Paul Design range,
along with handcrafted wooden cases
with a high gloss lacquer finish and
black velour interiors.

www.pauldesignwinders.com

Located just southeast of Thailand’s
Chonburi Province, Pattana Golf Club
& Resort is a sports marvel to behold.

Within the country’s only multi-
functional integrated sports resort
that spans across 400 acres, is a
championship 27-hole golf course,
a fully-equipped football stadium,
premium accommodation options, as
well as meeting rooms and convention
halls.

Its abundance of space and facilities
has made Pattana Golf Club & Resort a
popular venue for hosting a multitude
of social, business and sporting events
since opening its doors in 2004.

The 27-hole layout is divided
into three championship nine-hole
courses, Andreas, Brookei, and
Calypso, which comprise two island
Par 3s and two Par 6 holes, with the
latter being optional for those who are
up for the challenge.

While the undulating and tight
fairways are tricky to navigate,
safe and accurate tee shots are
rewarded with a relatively easier
approach strategy onto the Tifdwarf
Bermudagrass greens.

Along with its rarity, it comes as no
surprise that the Par 6, 5th hole on the
Andreas Course is one of Pattana Golf
Club’s signature holes.

At 663 yards, or slightly over 600
metres, a birdie putt attempt here
would require four well-played shots
prior, while long hitters will try to
reach the green in three.

Golfers can also hone their skills
at the 30-bay driving range which
comes complete with practice greens,
bunkers and chipping areas.

Adding to their training capabilities,
the Pattana Golf Academy is slated to
open next year and will offer a state-
of-the-art indoor studio equipped with
the latest in launch monitor and swing
analysis technology.

Welcoming golfers upon their
arrival to the club, the grand three-
storey clubhouse houses a pro-shop,
spa and international restaurants
including four newly-opened outlets to
cater to a wide range of taste buds.

Never having to leave the resort,
Pattana also has its very own four-star
hotel that comprises 117 guest rooms
and 30 luxury villas for golfers and
non-golfers alike as it ramps up on its
other sports offerings.

In addition to the 7,000-seater
football stadium, construction is
currently underway on an Olympic-
size swimming pool, an eight-km
cycling track, two-km running track,
and a 1,200 sq m fitness and sports
testing institute.

www.pattana.co.th

Homegrown furniture brand W.
Atelier has partnered with award-
winning furniture brand Gloster
to bring their complete range of
outdoor furniture to Singapore.

The German brand is a
worldwide design leader in teak,
woven, aluminium, stainless steel
and outdoor lounge furniture,
collaborating with designers such as
Henrik Pedersen, Sebastian Herkner
and Mark Gabbertas.

Teak, a hardwood known for its
hardwearing properties, is featured
throughout the Gloster collection
and is carefully sourced from
Indonesian plantations of state-

owned Perum Perhutani on the
island of East Java.

Featured collections by Gloster

include the lounge chairs of the Kay
range designed by Henrik Pedersen,
the Maya seating and table units
designed by Mark Gabbertas, and
the Grid, a flexible seating system,
also designed by Henrik Pedersen,
which was a 2015 Red Dot Award
winner.

“Our partnership with Gloster
allows our expanded range of luxury
furniture and homeware furnishings
to encompass even outdoor living
which has been a prominent lifestyle
choice for many homeowners in
Singapore.

“We are proud to work with a
leading brand that has spread its

unparalleled designs and philosophy
all over the world,” said Mr Gani
Atmadiredja, managing director of
W. Atelier on the recent partnership.

When established in 1979, W.
Atelier was the exclusive distributor
of Japanese household sanitary and
bathroom fixtures brand, TOTO.

Within the last decade, the
homegrown brand has expanded
its offerings to over a dozen
international brands that specialise
in bathroom suites, system kitchens,
furniture, lighting and accessories.

Visit the W. Atelier showroom at 201
Henderson Road, Singapore 159545.

It’s choices galore at Pattana with a fabulous course (top), beautiful pro
shop (above, left) and integrated resort (above, right).

A special watch needs a special safe.

Outdoor living at its best.
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